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DOE funding Our resewoh Ow’@entmtedon the investigationof the mle &
respirationand oxidatiie stree$ in plant biology.

(1).Initially we ccmcentratedon the poaeibierole of Wanide+insensitive
rwpMtion in oounterdng tha delabrlous effects of chilling atreas Although
plants am GwWderedto be pokilothermsr them are a few exarnph of
thermogenesis, in which the tissue temperature increaseswell above ambient.
We su~gested that differerwe$ between thermogenicand non-thmmogenic
plants may be quantitative rather than qualiiive, and mat h=t from increa~d
respiration may have a bod protectiveeffect on the mitoohondria,slowingor
reducingthe dfeots of chilling.We proposedthat this is accornpilstml by a large
brease In respiration,predominantlyvia the &i#frlativ8 pathway. Ws measured
the increases in respitiom particuimiyvia h afi~rn* pathwWJ in mq=~
to Ghi]{inQ.We have d$o quantifiedthe msooiated kreases in heat evolution in
reqmnse to dWkq in a number of plant spedes using a microuabkneter. For
example, after 8 h exposure to 8%, heat QvekitlonIn chilling-sensitivespecks
increased 47-98%, co#pared to 7.22% for the chilling-resistant$peoiee, No
increase in heat evolutionwas ob$erveciin the extremely chilling-sensltb
ornamental EPkwla cupwfa [Hook). Increases in heat mmlutionwere observed
when plants were chilied in constant lightor in the dark, but not when plants
ware chiiled at high humidity, Heat evolutionby mitcmhondrk isolated from
potato tuber slices were also rnea$urad, These values, together with
measurements ~f the heat oapaGltyof Isolatedrnitechondtiaand ocmntingof the
mitochondriaby flow cytometry+aiiow calcuiatiorJof theoretical maximal rates of
heating and the heat produced per mit~hondrior?.The obtained de@ W=
consistentwith the protectivemk of respiratoryhat productionin oold-$tressed
plants.

The rasulta of this research were publishedIn: Moyrtihan,M. R., R Linzer, A.
Ordentiioh,and L Rwskin.1996. Chkg-kkecl heat evolution in plants, Plant Phy$iol.
t 08, 995-999,

(11].Pathogeileei$ is another stresscommonlyencountered by piante that is
fwsociatOd with kwreased respiration.The oxidativeburst, produced as a resultof this
increase and the associated productionof aotiveoxygenspeoies is one of the earlie$t
events in pathogenesis. We observed that hydrogen pWOJCidO+oommoniyproc4uced
during the Qxidative burst induced the awumuiation of free benzcdc acid (6A) and
saiioylicWM (SA) In tobacco (IWootiam Mwum L. cv %anthi-nc)leaves. 5A Is an
importantsignaling compound that a@hmtesdafense respmwes in inmotedphmts.Six
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The new method for on-line control @atented by IPST) is based on fluidics control of a coanda jet in
the headbox tube. The interior geometry of the tube would remain identical to the current tubes.
Acoustic pressure pulse generating probes will be placed at the guiding point of the coanda jet. A
fanction generator with a multiplexer board control the frequency and pattern of the pulse generation.
This allows generation of optimum axial-vorticity in the tube with an external signal processing
system for most effective performance. The on-line feature of the device allows rapid optimization
for headbox flow for grade changes enhancing productivity and product quality. It is demonstrated
with the pilot trials that, with this technology, the potential savings in consumption of fiber, water and
energy are significant.

The unique feature of this project is that the basic flow required for production of an isotropic
sheet has been found and demonstrated to be effective through extensive pilot trials. The means
for on-line control and optimization of the flow needs to be developed through this project.

Benefits to the Industry Should the Research Yield Positive Results: The effect of this
technology is to improve one of the most fundamental physical properties, that is fiber orientation
isotropy, in a sheet of paper. Since the improvement is at a fundamental level, the impact is broad
and significant. In many grades, the advantages of producing an isotropic sheet are two fold. First it
will increase the CD stiffness resulting in higher CD STFI in board grades. Therefore, reducing fiber,
water, and drying energy consumption. This will result in higher machine speeds increasing
productivity for dryer limited machines. Furthermore, since this technology produces an isotropic
sheet, there is no preferential fiber orientation, eliminating fiber orientation nonuniformities,
altogether.

Many problems such as diagonal curl, hygroexpansive lean and other defects in the physical
properties related to fiber orientation anisotropy and nonuniformity disappear. The impact on product
quality is significant.

Consider the problems arising in paper conversion and end use due to “hygroexpansive lean”, a
consequence of fiber orientation anisotropy and orientation nonuniformity. Rectangular sheets,
originally cut square along the MD-CD axes, becomes rhomboid as moisture content changes.
Because of lack of perpendicular sheet edges, printing and reprographic machines designed to operate
with perpendicular sheet edges malfunction and fan-folded graph and computer papers can exhibit
stack lean. Producing an isotropic sheet with the microforming technology eliminates these
problems.

Status: The emphasis has now shifted to the design, fabrication and evaluation of the control
unit for on-line adjustment of the turbulence and CD shear in the headbox. The objective is to
control the fiber orientation profile across the machine during operation by manipulating and
dynamically adjusting the flow characteristics in the headbox and the forming jet. The flow
characteristic in the converging nozzle of the headbox is controlled by generation and on-line
control of the axial vorticity (swirl) inside the tubes in the tube bank.

The project is focusing on two concepts; the first, Concept A, is to control the axial vorticity on-
line using ‘smart materials’ in conjunction with an imposed electric field to adjust the geometry
of the vorticity generating elements. The development of this concept has progressed rapidly to



the point where it can be fabricated and demonstrated in a laboratory headbox in a relatively
short time. This is a robust and practical method for on-line control of turbulence and CD shear,
and consequently, fiber orientation in the headbox. The goal is to have a working system ready
for demonstration in a laboratory headbox at commercial flow rates by Dec. 2000. The design
of this system for the laboratory demonstration started in January of this year.

The second concept, that is Concept B, is the most ideal system where the vorticity field itself is
generated and controlled by an external field; we are continuing to work on ultrasonic and
electromagnetic field controlled systems. The difficulty with both techniques is the size of the
unit; our challenge is to fabricate a small enough unit where it can be placed inside each tube in
the tube bank. We estimate that a working unit of the Concept B will be ready for installation in
a laboratory headbox by Dec. 2001.

The design of the on-line control systems with Concept A has started with the goal of
demonstrating the system in a laboratory headbox at commercial flow rates by the end of this
year. The computational fluid dynamics analysis has been completed. The image analysis
software for rapid measurement of fiber orientation in the laboratory headbox has been
completed. Preliminary experiments for evaluation of the laboratory headbox and the flow loop
constructed during the past year have been operational for some time. The diagnostics
equipment including the high-speed imaging and the Laser-Doppler Anemometer have been
evaluated with the conventional headbox system. An ultrasonic system for measurement of the
jet velocity profile has been added to the facility for evaluation of the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the forming jet.

Variances to cost or schedule:

It has been proposed and verbally accepted by the OIT Office in Washington to use part of
the funding for the second year (-$ 128.8K) for partial funding of the AF&PA project for
commercial application of a microforming retrofit to the Escher Wyss headbox in Florence,
SC. The OIT office has agreed to add the $ 128.8K funding to this project above the
previously funded budget for the fourth or fifth year of the project. Therefore, with this
additional task, some of the other tasks have been postponed for a quarter, as reflected in the
schedule presented in the next section. The remaining part of the project is on schedule.
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Project Schedule: Theadded tasks totheproject willody influence theschedule oftasks for
the on-line control system. The Schedule for the Development of the Static Microforming
System remains unchanged.

A. Schedule for the Development of the Static Microforming System:
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B. Schedule for the Development of the On-Line Field Control System:



Milestone Table: A list of milestones, anticipated completion dates and actual completion dates
ilong with the milestone ID number corresponding to ~e task are presented below: -

ID Planned Actual
Number Task / Milestone Description Completion Completion Comments

A.1

A.1.l
A.I.2

A.I.3
A.I.4

B.1

B.1.l
B.1.2
B.I.3

1.1

1.2

11.1
11.1.1
11.2
11.2.1

111.1
111.1.1
III.1.2
111.2
111.2.1
IIL2.2

Iv

Implementationof the Microformingsystemon a 9/30/99
Beloit Concept Ill Headbox

Design 12/30188
Fabrication 3/30/99

Pilot Trials 8J30199
Paper Testing and Analysis 12/30/99

Trial on an EW Headbox at Smufit Stone with the 9/15/00
Vortigen Microforming System

Design/Fabrication 7/30/00
Commercial Trials 8130100
Paper Testing and Analysis 9115100

Demonstration of On-line Concept A in a Laborato~ 12/30/00
Head box

Demonstration of On-1ine Concept Bin a Laboratory 12/30/01
Headbox

Pilot Trials with an on-line Concept A 3130102

Design/fabrication 9/30/01

Pilot Trials with an On-line Concept B 3130103

Design/Fabrication 9/30/02

Commercial Trial, Concept A 9130103

Design 9/30/02

Fabrication 3/30/03

Commercial Trial, Concept B 12130/03

Design 9130103

Fabrication 11/30/03

Final Reoort 1131104

12/30/99 This section is focused on the
static microforming system

2/20/99

6/1 5/99

8/24/99

12/30199

Added tasks to the project

hdget Data (as of 3/3 1/00):

Approved Spending Plan Actual Spent to Date

Phase I Budget Period DOE Cost Share Total DOE Cost Share Total
Amount Amount

From To

Year 1 10/1/98 9/30/99 $349,712 136,000 323,806 109,694 433,500

Year2 10/1/99 9/30/00 $440,644 160,500 349,569 83,634

Year 3 10/1/00 9/30/01 $448,661 243,000

Year4 10/1/01 9/30/02 $503,375 243,000

Year 5 10/1/02 9/30/03 $128,800 60,000

Totals 1,871,192 842,500 2,713,692


